USIBD Benefits of Membership

Membership in this organization provides both tangible and intangible benefits. These benefits, as outlined below, include immediately useable standards and documents, and also invite you to become a part of the development of these standards that will support all stakeholders that participate in building documentation.

Tangible Benefits

- Receive member rates on any of USIBD’s contract documents as they become available for sale, and for programs and reciprocal considerations at programs, documents and conventions as determined with USIBD’s affiliated organizations
- Participate in USIBD committees: Education, Standards and Technology. Be a part of the growth of information available to Building Documentation Professionals
- Opt-in participation on USIBD’s Basecamp, an organizational networking/collaboration platform
- Complimentary annual subscription on LiDar Magazine, the official magazine of USIBD
- Share your company’s ideas, visions and exciting developments via The BuildUP, a stand-alone email that is sent to the USIBD email list.
- Hear first about new documents coming on line, before they are announced to the general public
- Hear first about any programs we are scheduling, including informational seminars about the industry and educational programs that reinforce the documents via member emails and the USIBD Quarterly Newsletter
- Be first to participate in industry surveys and information gathering in the Cornerstone Reports and upcoming Focus Reports published by USIBD
- Eligible to become a “USIBD Certified Building Documentation Professional”, which will designate you as an expert in building documentation, as well as a resource to the USIBD building documentation contracts
- Be able to opt-in on the soon-to-be established listing on the USIBD website for referrals and expertise
• Receive a Member widget annually recognizing your membership in USIBD, which notes years of membership as well.

**Intangible Benefits**

• Instantly expand your professional network and reap new business opportunities via these connections
• Benefit from a standardized common language of building documentation in your day-to-day business
• Increase your access and information to the rapidly changing developments in building documentation technologies
• Signifies your adherence to a shared common goal and code of ethics to raise the level of performance of building documentation in the US and internationally ([http://www.usibd.org/about/code-ethics](http://www.usibd.org/about/code-ethics))
• Be recognized as a dedicated member of this burgeoning industry
• Have the opportunity to create these documents by joining the Standards Committee and establish their usefulness and accuracy
• Have the opportunity to create programming and become a presenter in a USIBD sponsored Education program via the Education Committee, and at conferences and symposiums in the building documentation industry
• Contribute to the discovery and sharing of new technologies that enhance workflows and create greater value of the Building Documentation industry.

Join online at [https://usibd.org/membership/](https://usibd.org/membership/)
Questions? Contact Membership Director Jill Rosoff:  [jill.rosoff@usibd.org](mailto:jill.rosoff@usibd.org)